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Abstract 
We are experimentally investigating the force network of a monolayer of grains through the jamming transition. Once the 
packing has been compressed beyond the volume fraction of jamming �

J
 , we use particle tracking and photoelastic techniques 

to determine the network of forces in the grains. We experimentally quantify the pressure inside each grain and highlight the 
two networks of forces existing in jammed granular materials: the load bearing network (force chains strong network) and 
the dissipative network (weak network). For the strong network, we study the statistical properties of the stress state of the 
grains and in particular the exponential tails of the probability density function of pressure and shear stress. As the distance 
to jamming increases, the probability density function of local shear in the system evolves and tends to look like a normal 
distribution while the probability density function of pressure does not evolve. For the weak network, we study the contact 
cycles in the granular packing. By calculating their numbers, we determine some statistical properties of these cycles. The 
number of cycles of order n = 3 which carries the dissipative network increases linearly with the number of contacts.

Keywords Granular material · Contact force · Force networks · Jamming · Contact loops

1 Introduction

Understanding the structural properties of dense divided 
materials, such as granular materials, remains an important 
and technical challenge. The structuring of the elements is 
at the origin of the macroscopic mechanical properties of 
the material. Therefore, mastering this structure during the 
implementation of the material is a key step for its appli-
cation. Thus, to prevent a structure to collapse under a set 
of mechanical stresses, it is necessary that these stresses 
be distributed purposedly within the packing. The creation 
of areas of stress concentration in the weak points of the 
structure can spread and lead to its ruin. More generally, a 
granular packing consisting of polydispersed grains, char-
acterized by a volume fraction � , must have a minimum 
volume fraction to exhibit a certain rigidity. This particular 
volume fraction, called the jamming volume fraction �J , 

is at the onset of the appearance of the mechanical proper-
ties of the packing [1–5]. Beyond this packing fraction, the 
granular material no longer behaves like a glass or liquid 
but like a rigid deformable solid capable of transferring 
forces. Over the past decades and the pioneering work on 
forces transiting through a packing of grains [6–8], it is well 
established that there are mainly two force sub-networks in a 
granular packing. The first of these sub-networks is the load 
bearing network, corresponding to percolation and to the 
most important existing forces in the packing [9, 10]. This 
so called strong network is characterized by the presence 
of force chains that pass through the packing to hang on to 
the walls. It has been the subject of numerous studies [9, 
10]. The second of these sub-networks is the so-called weak 
network, that is made up of the weakest and most numer-
ous forces. The weak network contains grains subjected to 
forces lower than the average force in the packing. These 
grains have the particularity of representing more than half 
of the grains involved in packing [8, 11]. This network, also 
known as the dissipative network, is characterized by con-
tact cycles of different lengths between the grains. These 
cycles mainly include forces that are not in the force chains 
[12–14]. The force network topology has been the subject 
of several studies that define parameters to characterize the 
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geometric features of this structure [15, 16]. The distribu-
tion of force level statistics and modelling of these statistics 
remain challenging [8, 17–21] and has been studied in sev-
eral static configurations with different geometries [22–26]. 
The study of the architecture of force chains is based on the 
difficulty of defining a topological criterion to characterize 
the statistics and the evolution of this architecture with the 
level of pressure in the material [27, 28].

In this paper, we mainly focus on networks of forces in a 
vibrated granular packing. In order to simplify this approach, 
we use a monolayer of frictionnal grains that are compressed 
under vibrations. We then obtain a vibrated jammed granu-
lar medium. Particle tracking and photoelasticity techniques 
allow us to build the contact networks of the packing thus 
created and to determine the network of cycles in the pack-
ing. We measure the stress state (pressure and shear stress) 
in each grain. The pressure fluctuations in each grain related 
to vibration allow us to improve the measurement statis-
tics. We study the statistical properties of this state of grain 
stress and in particular the exponential tails of pressure and 
shear stress distributions characterizing the strong network. 
Finally, we study the structure of the dissipative network by 
analyzing the different types of cycles and their numbers 
when the volume fraction � varies on either side of the jam-
ming transition �J.

2  Experimental setup and method

We use an experimental design adapted from several 
previous studies [5, 29–31]. Figure 1a shows a sketch of 
the experimental setup. This consists of an assembly of 
N ≃ 8 × 103 small discs of thickness h = 3.2mm arranged 
between two horizontal glass plates spaced 5 mm apart and 
surrounded by four perpendicular side walls defining a rec-
tangular space. This rectangular frame is not in contact with 
the lower glass plate on which the grains are standing. One 
of these walls is movable and connected to a piston that 
can compress the packing. These small discs are made of 
polyurethane (PSM4), a material with photo-elastic prop-
erties, and with diameters of 4 and 5 mm to avoid possi-
ble crystallization effects [32]. We define d = 4mm . Their 
numbers are selected so that they occupy the same areas in 
the packing. This layer of grains is vibrated at a frequency 
of f0 = 10Hz thanks to a crankshaft-rod device (not shown 
in Fig. 1a) linked to the bottom glass plate which allows an 
alternating translation motion. The knowledge of the number 
of grains in the packing and the position of the compression 
piston gives us precisely the average volume fraction � of 
the packing. A camera located above the grain layer allows 
direct images of the grain location and photoelastic images 
showing the network of forces existing in the packing. The 
image taken by the camera is only a part of the frame (in 

its bulk). It represents approximately one sixth of the total 
surface area of the grains (Fig. 1a). This image contains 
about 1500 grains. Image acquisition is synchronized with 
the vibration frequency. The Fig. 1b, b show a close-up of 
the two types of images obtained by the camera, contain-
ing about 100 grains. The direct image makes it possible to 
evaluate the positions of the grains over the periods and to 
track them. The photoelastic image coupled with the grain 
location information provide us a measurement of the force 
network throughout the packing [29].

In order to study the force network in the packing, it 
is chosen to work in decompression. The dynamics being 
reversible and stationary on experimental time scales during 
decompression phases, the packing structure remains frozen 
[33]. It is therefore necessary to prepare this frozen struc-
ture by a compaction protocol. Thus, the granular medium 
is compacted to a volume fraction beyond that of the jam-
ming transition �J . The compaction protocol is done under 

Fig. 1  Sketch of the experimental setup (a): the dark green square 
represents the size of the granular stack. The light green square rep-
resents the position and size of the image containing the grains under 
study taken by the camera located above equipped with a rotating 
wheel allowing to alternate polarizer and direct image. The direc-
tion of compaction is perpendicular to the direction of the external 
vibrations. Close-up of typical photos obtained with the experimen-
tal device for direct visualization (b) and visualization through cross-
polarizers (c) at the same time for a volume fraction � = 0.8262 . 
The contact network was calculated and then added to the photos as 
a mesh. We find here a i grain in contact with a j grain on the direct 
image by rij . On the photoelastic image, we determine the force trans-
mitted by the grain j to the grain i by f ij . The same five-grain cycle 
was highlighted in both images (color figure online)
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vibration (at 10 Hz) and is derived from [29]. In order to 
have a homogeneous packing (without significant local pack-
ing fraction variation), the higher the packing fraction, the 
longer the medium must be vibrated [34, 35]. Thus, compac-
tion is achieved by small displacements of the compaction 
piston (1 or 2 mm, thus causing changes in overall packing 
fraction of the order of 3 × 10−4 ) and the vibration time for 
the corresponding packing fraction increases exponentially. 
Once the packing is prepared, we record pairs of images 
(direct and photoelastic) at a volume fraction � . It should 
be noted that all data were obtained according step by step 
to decreasing values of �.

The correlation of successive “direct” images gives us 
access to the displacement field according to an Eulerian 
grid (x,y) of steps dx = dy = d∕10 = 0.4mm where x and 
y are the directions respectively parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the movement of the compression piston and where 
d = 4mm represents the diameter of the small grains in the 
packing (Fig. 1a). The Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi 
tesselation are extracted from the structure and describe the 
neighbourhood network of each disk, thus defining the con-
tact network [5, 29, 30, 36, 37]. From the knowledge of the 
contacts and polarized images, the normal and tangential 
forces at the contact are then calculated by integrating the 
gradient of light intensity over the four areas defined by two 
adjoining Delaunay triangles [29]. Thus for a given grain i 
in contact with several grains j, the associated stress tensor 
can be built knowing the contact forces f ij according to the 
definition [36, 37]

where di is the grain diameter (4 or 5 mm) and rij is the 
standard vector radius di∕2 directed from the center of the 
grain i to the center of the grain j (Fig. 1). This tensor is 
then decomposed into a spherical and deviatoric part. We 
thus extract the first invariant related to the spherical part 
which is the pressure pi and the second invariant related 
to the deviatoric part which shear stress �i associated with 
the grain i. These powerful tools have already been used in 
several recent numerical studies [38, 39] and experimental 
studies [5, 30]. These tools describe the stress state of the 
microscopic divided medium (such as granular materials) 
into a macroscopic effective continuous medium.

Figure  2 presents the scope of the experiments per-
formed on both sides of the critical jamming volume frac-
tion �J . This figure shows the evolution of Z, the average 
number of contacts per grain, as a function of the overall 
volume fraction � . Z value is obtained as the arithmetic 
average of the contact number of each grain at all times 
measured during the vibration cycles. We observe that Z is 
constant over � for lower values of � and we observe that 

(1)�i =
4

𝜋di
2

∑

i≠j

rij ⊗ f ij

Z increases in a non-linear way with � for large � values. 
The intersection of these two regimes defines the critical 
volume fraction of jamming �J . In these experiments, �J 
is estimated at �J = 0.8158 and ZJ is estimated at ZJ = 3.9 . 
It should be noted that this value of ZJ is in line with the 
expected results for friction grains in [4] as ZJ < 4 . The 
inset of Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the relative num-
ber of contacts (Z − ZJ)∕ZJ with the distance to criticality 
(� − �J)∕�J . We observe that this behavior has already been 
observed experimentally, numerically, theoretically where 
(Z − ZJ)∕ZJ ∼

(

(� − �J)∕�J

)� where � is an exponent near 
0.5 [4].

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the normalized mean 
pressure P0∕PJ of the packing as a function of the overall 
volume fraction � . The pressure P0 is obtained by averag-
ing the pressures pi of each grain for all times measured 
during the vibration cycles. For 𝜙 < 𝜙J , the average pres-
sure P0 is rather constant around a value PJ . For 𝜙 > 𝜙J , 
the pressure P0 increases. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the 
evolution of the relative pressure increase (P0 − PJ)∕PJ 
with the criticality gap (� − �J)∕�J . We observe that this 
behavior is in good agreement with previous results where 
(P0 − PJ)∕PJ ∼

(

(� − �J)∕�J

)� where � is an exponent near 
1 [4]. Figure 3 also shows the evolution of the normalized 
average shear stress �0∕PJ (for 𝜙 < 𝜙J , we call this value 
�J ). We can see that the shear stress �J is not zero, which 
shows the presence of stress anisotropy in the system. The 
magnitude of this anisotropy is relatively small since for 
all measurements �0∕PJ ≃ 0.1 . This anisotropy is due to the 
compaction protocol: the direction of the compression is 
perpendicular to the direction of the vibration [5].
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Fig. 2  Average contact number Z per grain as a function of the 
packing fraction � . The jamming transition characterized by 
�J = 0.8158 and ZJ = 3.9 . Inset: relative variation in the num-
ber of contacts (Z − ZJ)∕ZJ as a function of the relative variation in 
the volume fraction (� − �J)∕�J . The solid line is a power law fit 
(Z − ZJ)∕ZJ = A

(

(� − �J)∕�J

)0.5 with A = 2.3 ± 0.1
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In order to study the dissipative contact network in the 
packing, it is also necessary to build the contact cycles in 
the packing [22]. A cycle is a closed path or a nonintersect-
ing walk of at least three grains, with no repeated grains 
other than its initial and final grain [40]. Defining a cycle 
implies that it must not contain any internal linked subcycle 
or smaller cycle. Figure 1 shows the result of the calculation 
of the cycles from the direct images and the calculation of 
the photoelastic contacts. The cycles measured in this study 
may contain up to eight grains. The number n of grains in 
the cycle defines the order of the cycle. Note that n varies in 
the range 3 ≤ n ≤ 8 in the following.

3  Properties of the stress state fluctuations 
in grains

Figure 4a shows the evolution of the pressure in a grain as 
a function of the number of vibrations carried out in the 
jammed packing (the number of vibrations is the product of 
time t with the frequency of vibration f0 = 10Hz ). It shows 
the evolution of two types of grain: one is arbitrarly chosen 
in the strong network (about three times the average pres-
sure) and one is arbitrarly chosen in the weak network (about 
half the average pressure). Two different volume fractions 
above �J were deliberately chosen here. The pressure in a 
grain fluctuates over time around an average value which is 
the pressure pi in the grain. The rolling average and rolling 
variance of pi are constant over large time scales whether 
the grain is located in the strong or weak network. We can 
thus define the pressure fluctuation by the standard devia-
tion of the signal, i.e. 𝛥pi =

√

< (pi(t) − pi)
2 > where < ⋅ > 

represents the average over time of the pressure signal. We 
now focus on the influence of the compression level on �pi . 
Figure 4b shows the evolution of this relative fluctuation 
�pi∕pi as a function of the average grain pressure level pi∕P0 
for different volume fractions. We observe that the fluctua-
tion evolves in a non-trivial way: the pressure fluctuation 
depends both on the pressure in the grain pi (depending on 
whether it is located in the strong or weak network) and on 
the jamming gap � − �J . For the less dense packing (low 
values of � − �J , close to jamming), the relative pressure 
fluctuation is constant regardless of the grain pressure level. 
But as the density increases (high values of � − �J , far from 
jamming), the relative pressure fluctuation decreases in the 
most mechanically stressed grains (high values of pi∕P0 ), 
i.e. those in the stong network. In fact, it would seem that 
it is the absolute pressure fluctuation that is constant. In 
the weak network, the relative pressure variation remains 
constant.

We now focus on the distribution of pressure and shear 
stress in the system (Fig. 5). Force distribution has been 
extensively studied in granular packings through normal 
and tangential force distributions [8]. We investigate fur-
ther these studies here with the quantities pi and �i that are 
present even in the numerical case of frictionless grains. Fig-
ure 5 represents the probability density functions of pi and �i 
for packings at different � . For 𝜙 > 𝜙J , we can see that the 
distributions show an exponential tail characteristic of the 
forces transiting in granular materials (Fig. 5a, b) but also in 
other materials where the jamming transition exists such as 
emulsions [19]. One of the force distribution models comes 
from the q-model [17] where force distribution is a power 
law for the lower values of forces and present an exponential 
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Fig. 3  Average relative pressure P0∕PJ (+) per grain and average rel-
ative shear �0∕PJ (×) as a function of the packing fraction � . Inset: 
Relative pressure variation (P0 − PJ)∕PJ as a function of the relative 
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Fig. 4  a Evolution of the pressure in a grain as a function of the num-
ber of vibrations tf0 carried out above �J . the number of vibrations 
is the product of time t with the frequency of vibration f0 = 10Hz . 
We present here the evolution of the pressure in a grain located in 
the strong network (in dark blue, with an average pressure about three 
times higher than P0 for the � value considered) and the evolution 
of the pressure in a grain located in a cycle of the weak network(in 
green, with an average pressure lower than P0 for the � value con-
sidered). b Evolution of the relative pressure fluctuation in the grains 
�pi∕pi as a function of the average pressure pi∕P0 of the grain (color 
figure online)
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tail for the higher values of forces. The generic expression 
of this distribution is as follows:

where N is theoretically related to the average number of 
neighbors of grains, A is a numerical prefactor and v the 
quantity referred to [17, 19]. In Fig.  5, Eq. 2 was plotted 
with N = 2 and A = 4 . Theses values are quite close to the 
ones obtained numerically [8, 11, 41]. Above �J we see 
that this model reproduces well the distribution of pres-
sure stresses in all areas (Fig. 5a). It is also important to 
note that there is a nonzero pressure probability at zero 
pressure. Unlike the distribution of pressure pi , we also 
observe that the distribution of �i is not independent of � 
(Fig. 5b). Indeed, when � decreases, the exponential tail 
softens and becomes less heavy-tailed. This variation in the 
exponential tail at high shear value has already been reported 
in numerical studies [18, 21, 41]. To describe the behav-
iour of the exponential tail, we choose here to use the form 
Pdf (�i) ∼ exp(−N�i

�) where � is an exponent characterizing 
the heaviness of the exponential tail with � [18]. Figure  6 
shows the evolution of � with � . We observe that � varies 
from 0.6 to 2.2 according to the measurements, which tends 
to describe the distribution as a Gaussian distribution for the 
higher values of � [18]. The growth of � with � was found 
in a numerical study in the same range [21]. All this indi-
cates that the distribution of local shear in the system tends 
to homogenize as the average pressure level (and also the 
average shear level) increases (inset of Fig. 6).

(2)Pdf (v) = AvN−1 exp(−Nv)

For 𝜙 < 𝜙J , we notice that all the distributions of pi and 
�i collapse on a master curve (Fig. 5c, d). For lower stress 
values, the probability decreases as the stress decreases and 
tends towards 0. The decrease for higher stress values is 
exponential but the decrease is less important for shear val-
ues �i than for pressure values pi . Below �J , the modeling 
by the Eq. 2 is not relevant because there is no existence of 
a strong and weak network since the packing is not jammed. 
However, the model was drawn on the figure as a guideline 
for the eyes (Fig. 5c, d).

4  Properties of the cycle network 
in the packing

One of the main elements constituting the weak network of 
forces are the grains that will ensure the resisting connection 
of forces in the main force chains. This resisting connection 
of the structure’s efforts is done through contacts between 
the grains in the strong network and which redistributes the 
efforts on the weak network. To characterize the structure of 
this stress recovery, we study here the contact cycles. Con-
tact cycles are directly related to the mechanical stability of 
the structure [26]. Figure 1 shows a cycle of five contacting 
grains in which the forces of the strong network are redis-
tributed. In addition, in that figure, the complete network of 
contact between the grains has been drawn in order to reveal 
all the cycles: the cycles are represented here by convex 
polygons whose vertices are the centres of the grains in con-
tact connected by the edges. Thus, we call the order n of a 
cycle the order of the characteristic polygon that constitutes 
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it: n therefore also represents the number of grains involved 
in the cycle. In the following, we focus on the quantity of 
these cycles that build up the packing. Thus, the number of 
cycles of an order n existing in the packing is noted Ln . We 
notice that the figure is mainly composed of cycles of order 
n = 3 (triangles) which constitute the major structure of the 
weak network but the other orders are also present. Previ-
ous numerical studies have focused on cycles of order n = 3 
[12–14]. These cycles are the main components of the weak 
force network. In particular, it was presented that the number 
of these cycles, L3 , increased with the contact number, Z, 
such as L3 ∼ Z3 [13] or such as L3 ∼ Z [14].

First, we are interested in the total number of cycles, LT . 
LT is the sum of all Ln cycles of order n (with 3 ≤ n ≤ 8 ) 
such as LT =

∑n=8

n=3
Ln . Figure 7a shows the evolution of the 

total number of cycles, LT , in the sample measured as a 
function of the volume fraction � . For 𝜙 < 𝜙J , LT remains 
roughly constant and increases with � starting from 𝜙 > 𝜙J . 
Although the system is jammed, this shows that there is still 
a structural evolution of the packing. The strong network is 
characterized by long chains that run through the material 
from one edge to the other and remains stable even if � var-
ies. Consequently, the strong network is created at jamming. 
On the other hand, as soon as the volume fraction � becomes 
smaller than �J , this network is not stable and is likely to 
evolve. We do not find spatially the same long chains in the 
material. The weak network is characterized by the cycles. 

We observe that these cycles evolve with � when � is greater 
than �J . In order to follow these evolutions, we study the 
number of cycles of order n, noted Ln (with 3 ≤ n ≤ 8 ). Fig-
ure 7b shows the relative evolution of the number of cycles 
of order n, noted Ln∕LT as a function of the volume fraction 
� . For 𝜙 < 𝜙J , the number of cycles remains roughly con-
stant regardless of the order of the cycle n: this value is noted 
n is noted �n in the following. For 𝜙 > 𝜙J , the number of 
cycles of order n = 3 and n = 4 increases (which is more 
visible in Fig. 7c with a linear scale). In contrast, the number 
of cycles of order n ≥ 5 decreases with � , which confirms 
that the system breaks its high order cycles to create new 
ones of lower order n. It should be noted for order n ≥ 6 , 
cycles do not necessarily contain grains trapped inside, such 
as rattlers. These cycles have a rather elliptical appearance 
with a high aspect ratio. With the increase of � from the 
critical volume fraction �J , cycles of large order ( n ≥ 5 ) are 
broken (and therefore create contacts in the system to ensure 
the recovery of effort from the large network) to promote the 
creation of cycles of small order ( n ≤ 4 ) in particular cycle 
of order n = 3 . The weak network builds up through its 
cycles of order n = 3 which are more and more numerous as 
� increases. In addition, Fig. 7c shows the relative variation 
of the small order cycles (Ln − �n)∕�n ( 3 ≤ n ≤ 5 ). In the 
same way as in Fig. 2, it is possible to highlight the signifi-
cant growth in the number of cycles for � = �J . This singu-
larity in the creation of cycles is a signature of the jamming 
transition. We observe that it is the creation of cycles of 
order n = 3 that is predominant beyond �J . Figure 7d shows 
the evolution of the amount of cycles of order n = 3 relative 
to the increase in the number of contacts at the jamming. We 
observe a linear relationship in the growth of the amount of 
cycles of order n = 3 and the increase in the number of con-
tacts such that 

(

L3 − �3

)

∕LT ∼
(

Z − ZJ
)

∕ZJ . It is this scal-
ing that is hidden in the evolution of the total number of 
cycles LT with � since more than 80% of the cycles consti-
tuting LT are cycles of order 3 (Fig. 7b). This scaling law is 
quite different from the one presented numerically (in Z3 ) 
[13] but in excellent agreement with [14]. Since the total 
number of cycles is mainly made up of triangles, this also 
leads to LT ∼ Z for 𝜙 > 𝜙J . Above jamming, when a contact 
link is created through an increase of � , the probability for 
creating a new cycle of order n = 3 (and break a high order 
cycle) is constant [14].

5  Conclusion and perspectives

In this experimental study, we highlighted some statistical 
properties of the force network in a jammed granular pack-
ing. To do this, from a 2D packing of photoelastic discs, a 
jammed packing is created and the contact network between 
the grains is identified. In a first step, we have validated that 
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the packing respects two usual scaling laws for jamming: the 
scaling between the number of contacts and the volume frac-
tion Z ∝ �0.5 and the pressure - volume fraction relationship 
P0 ∝ � . The analysis of the photoelastic images shows the 
presence of a strong network called load bearing network 
and a weak network that ensures the resisting connection 
of the strong network to dissipate them in another network 
in the packing called disspative network [8]. Thus the weak 
network relieves the strong network.

The presence of a strong network characterized by long 
chains of forces crossing the entire network is analyzed in 
terms of the average pressure level in each grain. The sta-
tistical distributions of pressure level and shear stress show 
exponential tails for high pressure values. While the pres-
sure distribution varies rather exponentially with � , the shear 
stress distribution tends towards a Gaussian as � increases.

The presence of the weak network is characterized by 
the presence of grain cycles linked to the strong network 
made of several grains. These cycles are characterized by 
their order n (n being the number of grains constituting the 
cycle). The total number of these cycles LT increases with 
the volume fraction � . However, the number of cycles of 
a given order n does not systematically increase with the 
volume fraction. It is mainly the numbers of cycles of order 
n = 3 and n = 4 that increase with � while the number of 
cycles n ≥ 5 decreases with � increases. The system there-
fore creates contacts by destroying cycles of large order n 
and creating cycles of small order n and mainly cycles of 
order n = 3 . The increase in the total number of cycles LT is 
mainly due to the creation of cycles of order n = 3 . In addi-
tion, the increase of cycles of order n = 3 with the number 
of contacts follows a linear scaling law L3 ∝ Z.

This experimental study presents statistical information 
on pressure levels, shear stress and cycle organization in 
jammed granular packing. These quantities are relevant ele-
ments in order to understand the macroscopic stress response 
of granular materials, which remains an unresolved problem. 
The ultimate goal of all these studies would be to link the 
structure of the force chains and network to the properties 
of the material for a better understanding of its topology and 
thus create and control one’s own material.
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